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INDIA, ISRAEL BOND OVER YEH DOSTI
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Israel

Israel greeted India on Friendship Day with a Twitter message that featured popular Bollywood
song Yeh dosti from the movie Sholay , drawing an equally warm response from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi who said the bond between the two countries was “strong and eternal”.

“Happy #FriendshipDay2019 India! May our ever strengthening friendship & growing partnership
touch greater heights,” the Israeli Embassy here tweeted on Sunday.

The tweet included a short montage of the various meetings between Mr. Modi and his
counterpart, Benjamin Netanyahu, with the music of Yeh dosti from the 1975 hit movie, starring
Amitabh Bachchan, Dharmendra and Hema Malini, in the background.

The message had lyrics of the song in Hindi and emoticons conveying that Israel loves India.

Mr. Modi responded with a tweet in Hebrew saying, India and Israel have proved their friendship
over time.

“Thank you and wishing a Happy Friendship Day to Israel’s wonderful citizens and my good
friend (Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin) Netanyahu. India and Israel are time tested friends. Our
bond is strong and eternal! May the friendship between our nations grow and prosper even more
in the times to come!” he said.
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